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Tacoma Rose Society
UPCOMING EVENTS
November Meeting
Thursday, Nov 15, 2018
6PM, Gloria Dei Church
Annual Rose Auction and
Potluck Dinner
No TRS Meeting in
December

An Affiliate of the American Rose Society
Celebrating 100+ Years of Roses
Recipient of a City of Destiny Award for
Volunteer Work at the Pt. Defiance Rose Garden
NOVEMBER MEETING
ANNUAL AUCTION & POTLUCK
EARLY START TIME - 6PM

On Thursday, November 15th we will be having our annual Rose Auction. This is our
major fund raising event of the year. Be sure to bring some friends along with you to
share the fun and get some great bargains.
January Meeting
Our meeting will start with a potluck dinner at 6PM. Bring your favorite dish or
January 19, 2019
soup. Desserts and snacks are also welcome. No time to fix something? Come
TRS Banquet &
anyway –there will be lots of food to share.
Installation of Oﬃcers
The auction starts at 7:00 PM with our rose angel Bruce Lind as auctioneer. Raft
Island Roses is donating a bunch of roses and many of our members are digging out
Tacoma Home &
roses from their gardens to make room for next year’s new roses. We expect to have
all types of roses. Perennials and other plants are also welcome. Please double bag
Garden Show
plants so they are not messy!
Jan. 24 - 27 2018
Take the time to look in your garden right now. There are probably some roses that
Setup - Jan 23
you’d like to put up for adoption. You might want to donate roses because you need
Pt. Defiance Rose Garden room to put in new roses you saw at the Fair or heard about recently. Donated roses
should be healthy – think about roses you would like to buy. When you dig them up,
Spring Pruning
put them in a pot or immediately wrap the roots with moistened newspaper and place
March 2, 2019
the roots, paper and all, in a plastic bag. Double bag! We don’t want to make a mess
at Gloria Dei Church. The roses will be okay for a couple of days as long as they are
Garden Sale
protected from drying out or freezing.
Pt. Defiance Pagoda
If you know ahead of time what roses you will be bringing, please let Barbara Lind
March 30, 2019
know ( barbaralind@mac.com or 253-565-0246) so she can add them to the Auction
List and find a photo to show off how great the rose will look in it’s new home.
We plan to have the “fixed price” roses outside in the back parking lot of the
church with halogen lights and flashlights
handy. Bring an umbrella if it looks like
rain. The “auction” roses will be in a
Please contact Barbara Lind
separate area (hands off!) inside.
ASAP with the names of
Come early for the best selection. We’ll
roses you plan to donate for
have garden carts to get the roses to your
our Annual Auction! I will send
car. The back parking lot and the meeting
out a list of roses via email
room are on the same level - no steps to
closer to the Auction.
negotiate with the roses you are adding to
your garden.
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IN MEMORIAM - BILL BAKER
Gracie Baker’s husband Bill passed away on October 25, 2018. There will be a
Memorial Service on November 16 from 1:00 - 2:00 pm at the Lakeview Chapel at
4606 108th St SW in Lakewood. Following the service there will be a reception at
the same location from 2:00 to 4:30 pm.

Some roses that are
already on the
auction list.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Keith Ripley, Consulting Rosarian
Opportunity: As that lovely song goes: ‘Baby it’s cold outside!’, it is self-evident
that we are nearly half way through our fall season –already. I would like to thank
Bruce Lind for presenting our Clinic and then moderating our Consulting Rosarian
panel discussion on garden winterization for our October meeting. It was such a fun
evening. In this great organization we are all educators. We learn a great deal
from each other and it is so reassuring to know that our leaders and teachers are
not only well educated in the latest information, but that we know that we can enjoy
and trust their information because they also apply what they teach to their
everyday practices in their own gardens. The proof of these practices is so
concrete when we participate in one of our rose shows and experience the quality
of our rose blooms. The proof of our quality education can also be experienced by
participating in the PNW Fall Conference, which was held this year at the RL Hotel
just over the Columbia River in Portland, Oregon. I hope you had an opportunity to
attend this super educational experience.
Another opportunity to learn about different roses and procure a few that you
have been wanting to grow is just a few days away. Our November 15th rose
auction will once again be blessed by our ‘Rose Angel’ Auctioneer – Bruce Lind.
This is a very important event for TRS as it is the main producer of money that we
need to fund our programs for the next year. So, please ready those roses that you
would like to have auctioned off, send the names to Barbara Lind and start planning
the delicious food that you will be bringing to share at our 6:00 PM potluck dinner,
which precedes the auction. Then, too, please invite friends, neighbors and
relatives to join us for this very worthy event.
Opportunities to teach about rose culture and test your teaching techniques –
which are part of our written mission statement - are coming up in just a few weeks
at the Tacoma Dome. The Tacoma Home and Garden Show was recently sold to a
well oiled and productive show management company: Marketplace Events (MPE).
MPE has chosen to continue honoring our 20-year relationship with this event by
offering TRS a free 10’ X 10’ booth space in the show in exchange for four half-hour
presentations on anything about rose culture. Yea! This is another very positive
event, which helps to keep the TRS name and what we do out there in the public’s
eyes. The show runs Jan. 24-27, 2019. We need 24 booth volunteers to work 2 to
3 hour shifts and 4 presenters to sign up for this event at the November Meeting.
Please. We try to keep Saturday and Sunday booth positions open first to those
volunteers who have to work during the week at their regular jobs or are also a
presenter on those days. Entry into the show is by a free ticket, which you pick up
at the will-call window on the day you are scheduled to volunteer. Parking should
be free, but I will know more about that by our Nov. Meeting.
My father and mother once told me that if I was not happy doing what I was doing
– then, I needed to seize the opportunity and do something different. So, as an
adult, I did. I joined the Tacoma Rose Society and gained a new life. TRS offers
lots of opportunities to learn about and procure roses. However, TRS has other
opportunities also: friendship, teaching, fellowship, sharing our love for cooking
great foods, giving in the form of our time, money, or story-telling and even
companionship. Opportunity abides here. It is my hope for each one of you -- that
you are taking full advantage of every opportunity that TRS has to offer as you
continue to transition into the person you are becoming.

‘America’
Climber, orange pink

‘Baby Love’
Miniature, deep yellow

‘Children’s Hope’
Polyantha, medium red

‘Dark Desire’
Hybrid Tea, mauve
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WREATH MAKING WITH BECKY REHBURG

‘Doc’
Polyantha, medium pink

TRS member Becky Rehburg will be teaching evergreen wreath making at her
home again this year on Friday, November 22 & Saturday November 23. Come
anytime between 10AM and 4PM. Please bring a wire ring (any size) for the
wreath, green wire and ribbon/bow. The event is held in Becky’s garage, so
dress for the weather. It will be lots of fun with snacks, warm beverages and a
bazaar.
The Dollar Store has wire rings for $1. Check your local store and get them
before they are gone!
Bruce, Diane Proff and I have been doing this for several years. Becky has all
sorts of different greens to make your wreath unique. We brought some
variegated holly with berries, some cedar branches and stems with red rose hips.
If you have some neat greens, bring them with you to share with others. We had
such a good time. We each made a wreath. They were beautiful and so much
fun to make.
If you have questions, you can contact Becky at 253-537-7945 or at
bcrehburg@gmail.com. Her address is 611 Montgomery St. in Steilacoom, WA.

WHAT TO EXPECT AT THE ROSE AUCTION

‘Dr. John Dickman’
Miniflora, mauve

‘Easy on the Eyes’
Shrub, mauve

‘Easy Spirit’
Floribunda, white

Please register at the door and get a number for the auction. Pick up a list of
the roses available. On the list you will find the name of the rose, what type it is
(climber, etc,) the color, comments, a reference for a picture, who donated it and
if it has fragrance. There will be a number of catalogs with pictures on a table. (If
the rose you are interested in says HEIR08, p48 under PICTURE, that means
that you will find the picture in the 2008 Heirloom catalog on page 48. There will
also be a post-it on that page with the rose’s name.) This will help you make
informed choices.
There will be two types of roses/plants available: fixed price roses/plants and
auction roses.
The fixed-price roses and plants will be outside and grouped alphabetically. To
purchase them, please add your auction number to a SOLD sign, tape it to the
rose/plant and put it in the “Sold” area, which is divided by groups of auction
numbers. (Ask for help moving the plants if you need it). It’s a good idea to start a
list of fixed priced roses you have bought – maybe on the back of your rose list.
The auction roses will be inside. When the auction starts, get your number
ready and start bidding! As each rose comes up, we’ll show a photo so you can
see how beautiful it is. Remember, there will be some roses that aren’t on your
list since they just came in the door. As soon as you see a rose you must have,
start bidding and continue until it is yours! Sold roses will be taken outside to the
“Sold” area which is divided by groups of auction numbers.
When the auction is over, it’s a good time to check out the “fixed price” roses
and plants again. You may have missed a rose that you need to have. Any
remaining roses will go to the Garden Sale at Pt. Defiance in March.
When you are ready to pay, we will have a list of the roses you purchased
during the auction. You will have to tell us which roses/plants you have
purchased from the fixed price group. After you have paid, all your roses should
be in the SOLD area with your auction number on them. We will help you load all
your purchases in your car.
If you find that you don’t have enough room in your car to take home all your
roses (thanks!), we will deliver them in the immediate area for a donation to the
TRS. There will be a delivery form to fill out. Delivery will be on Saturday Nov. 17.
We look forward to seeing you at the auction. Please bring your friends and
neighbors. What a great way to get some wonderful roses.
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PUMPKINS AND ROSES
Jo Martin, Master Rosarian
The season is turning to the fall colors of yellows, oranges,
and reds. The leaves have never been more brilliant and the
stores are filled with a number of different sizes of pumpkins/
gourds. There have been a few last roses of summer and
their autumn colors are quite vivid, too. At a recent garden
club show, there was an opportunity to use these pumpkins
in our designs. Since the miniature pumpkins seem to last
quite a while, they can decorate our kitchen or dining tables.
They certainly bring some cheer to these cooler days and
nights.
Keith Ripley used some greenhouse roses (not named) in
his line-mass design in a large pumpkin (above).
First, he had to carve out a place to put some
oasis. Then, he made a traditional line-mass
design of fall leaves and the lovely yellow-orange
roses. He put the pumpkin on top a large brass
cherub statue. While he got a blue ribbon and
many compliments from the judges and public, it
was decided that the cherub was too large for a
table standing design, and perhaps better utilized
in a floor-standing one
where the scale and
proportion would be
better. In any case, a
stunning presentation!

‘Firefighter’
Hybrid tea, dark red

‘Jacqueline du Pre’
Shrub, white

A number of years ago,
I made two pumpkin
designs, one standard sized and the other in a miniature
pumpkin to make a paired design. Some of the roses I
used were from the
garden: Freedom, Asso
di Cuori, and Mardi
Gras.
Recently, our garden
ladies had a workshop
decorating pumpkins
with moss, cones, fake berries and all matter of
inspirations. Some carved their pumpkins out and
added oasis, but others used spray glue to adhere
the moss and glue guns to adhere the other items.
We even had plastic spiders! These would add a
special note to the home during the fall months.
What a nice gift item, too.

‘Julia Child’
Floribunda, med yellow

The season for finding pumpkins is short, but adds
a bit of fun to our designing. Happy Autumn!

Julie made her Halloween costume.
Here she is as a lovely rose!

‘Liverpool Echo’
Floribunda, orange pink
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NOMINATIONS FOR THE 2019 TRS OFFICERS
AND BOARD MEMBERS
The TRS nominating committee has respectfully submitted the following
candidates to serve as Officers and members of the Board of Directors of the
Tacoma Rose Society for 2019:

‘Sven’
Shrub, mauve

OFFICERS: (1 One Year Term)
President: Matt Hixon
1st Vice President and Rose Show Chair: Kerry Tynes
2nd Vice President and Program Chair: John Moe
Secretary: Gracie Baker
Treasurer: Barbara Lind
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: (Two year term)
Sue DeRome
Henk Goeyenbier
Jim Olson
Remaining on the Board to complete the 2nd year of their term:
Diane Belknap
Charlotte Chalker (Replacing Kerry Tynes)
Voting will take place at our November meeting. Be sure to get a ballot and
vote! There will be a place for “write-in” candidates on the ballot.

‘Moonlight Magic’
Hybrid tea, mauve

‘Oregold’
Hybrid tea, deep yellow

ROOT POUCH
An acquaintance of our daughter, who knew she
loved gardening, shared some root pouches with
her. She then passed some of them on to us.
We are very interested in seeing how other
gardeners like them, so we plan to share some
with you through TRS. We will be bringing 15
root pouches in the 10 gallon size to be sold at
the auction at $5 each with all proceeds going to
the TRS. The following information is quoted
from the Root Pouch website.
Root Pouch is a family run business that turns discarded plastic bottles into a
versatile, geotextitle material. The Root Pouch fabric planting container keeps
plants healthy by letting excess water drain and allowing roots to breathe and
grow.
Two families. One in the United States (Hillsboro, OR) and one in Asia have been
working as one company for many years. Partners and friends with one common
goal; to produce the finest, most
scientifically advanced growing containers
available.

‘Pink Promise’
Hybrid tea, pink blend

Today, Root Pouch offers a range of
sustainable gardening products made from
a mix of recycled water bottles and natural
recycled materials. Not one drop of new
oil, petroleum or fossil fuel is used in their
creation. The product line includes plant
pots, vertical garden pouches, and erosion
& sand bags. Vertical garden pouches are made from a non-degradable material,
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while plant pots and erosion bags are offered in both a non-degradable material as
well as a range of fabrics with different degradation schedules—anywhere from 15
months to six years and everything in between.
Growers/Gardeners often choose to grow in
containers when space for a traditional soil
garden is limited or has undesirable traits like
little sun or poor soil. Containers also offer an
alternative food source for the health and
environmentally conscious urbanite with
access to a sunny balcony or apartment
rooftop. Either way when space is limited and
your garden needs to be ‘contained’ it is
important to remember that just because
space is limited doesn’t mean that your
growing options have to be. Root Pouch fabric
containers are perfect for the urban/ home
grower.

Washington Nationals
Rooftop Garden
filled with plants growing in
Root Pouches.

‘Queen Elizabeth’
Grandiflora, medium pink

Root Pouch:
Prevents roots from circling (naturally root prunes)
Creates insulation from winter cold and/or summer heat
Allows air & nutrients to pass freely through
Decreases risk of transplant shock
Produces bigger yields & promotes vigorous root growth
Please look at the website www.rootpouch.com for more
information including a study done by the German Agriculture
Society (8/10/2016) which compares growing trees in traditional
plastic pots, in root pouch containers and Superoots Airpots.

‘Rose de Rescht’
Portland, deep pink

ASK THE CONSULTING ROSARIAN
John Moe, Master Rosarian
Q – I have been gone for a couple of weeks, but in checking the garden I see a few
of the roses have red spots on them and some have turned to an ugly color of gray.
What am I looking at and what is happening?
A – It looks like you have been taking a peek at my garden as I have been gone a
couple of weeks as well. What you are seeing is one of the problems that we can
have with the rainy cool weather we have here in the PNW. You are looking at a
fungus disease called botrytis that generally lives on dying tissue. The disease
affects the petals and those spots look like water spots, but are caused by the
plants’ reaction to the invasion of the fungus. It will leave a bloom that is still
developing to not fully open as the moisture trapped between the petals rots and
turns them into those ugly gray balls. Sometimes if you accidently hit one that is
highly infected it can literally explode into a mass of grayish dust that contains
millions of fungal spores that can spread to other blooms. Grab your pruners and
carefully remove any highly infected bloom before it can spread its spores to other
blooms. We probably won’t have many more blooms this season so after I remove
the diseased blooms, I am going to start whacking them down.
Q – Fall pruning is one task that I really don’t enjoy. There is a lot of nice healthy top
growth that I hope will make it thru the winter. Do I really need to prune this much
now, as I know that I am going to prune in the spring? What is the reason to do this,
as it looks like a lot of work?
A – It is a tad of work, but all we are going to do now is to cut the bush down by at
least one third. This new top growth will be lost anyway to winter dieback. Don’t
worry about the five-leaflet leaf or an outward eye – just whack them down! The

‘Scott’
Climbing Miniature,
medium red

‘Randy Scott’
Hybrid tea, white
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objective is to shorten them so they will not rock back and forth with the winter winds
that can loosen the soil around the base and break roots. We have used a hedge
trimmer, which really cuts down on the time and effort. Be sure and clean up your
mess! There will be some dieback regardless of what we do, which we take care of in
the spring when we cut down to good wood and are concerned about the bud eyes,
etc.

PRETTY LADY

Gracie Baker with
Consulting Rosarian
Co-Chairs Elena Williams
and John Moe

Q – In your column last month you mentioned we should be adding lime when getting
our roses ready for winter. I have typically added lime in the spring, but why now?
Wouldn’t it just be wasted?
A – Because it moves down so slowly, adding lime now will help adjust the pH to a
more desirable 6 – 6.5 range in the root zone before next season’s growth, so it is not
wasted. When the pH of our soil is down to just above 5 (which is quite normal for the
Puget Sound area), not much of our fertilizer is available to the plant. Fall and winter
rains tend to leach nutrients out of the soil leaving us with an even more acidic soil, so
this is a good time to add lime. If soil pH tests are offered at a spring meeting, take
advantage of them and if your pH is still low add some lime then as well.

2018 PNW DISTRICT FALL CONFERENCE REPORT
The 2018 Fall Conference was a great success. Outgoing District Director Gretchen
Humphrey had an impressive and varied assemblage of speakers.
Newly installed ARS President Bob Martin was the keynote speaker and his
presentation “Shrubs that Show” was terrific. Weeks Roses recently introduced a rose
named ‘Rosie the Riveter’ to recognize the women who played such a vital role by
filling in flawlessly
AUGUSTA
LUISE in what was then an astonishing variety of occupations. The work
they did to maintain and improve vital US services has always deserved a greater
celebration. Barbara Jensen, Oregon’s representative on the “Keeping the Spirit of
’45 Alive’ national movement, provided information on the goals and activities of the
group. One their goals is the establishment of Memorial Gardens across the country
featuring the ‘Rosie the Riveter’ rose. Right here in Tacoma TRS has arranged for a
planting of ‘Rosie the Riveter’ in the rose garden at Pt. Defiance Park. An educational
sign will be a part of the display. Check it out next summer!
We were all pleased to have our great favorites on the program. Gary Ritchie, TRS

Dennis Konsmo with ARS member from Olympia, educated us on the importance of Xylem and Rich Baer
shared a collection of his amazing photographs of roses with the theme of “Favorite
President Bob Martin

and Forgotten Roses.” Rose expert and plant scientist Steve McCulloch of Olympia
shared information on the work his company is doing in plant propagation using tissue
culture techniques. He used their propagation of a rose, ‘Robert Bruce’ , hybridized by
our own Dennis Konsmo in his excellent description of the magic they work in his
labs. Incoming District Director Caroline Fredette of Seattle and her husband John
took us along on a brief photo tour of the highlights of the World Federation of Rose
Societies 2018 convention in Denmark.

As you can see from the accompanying photos, TRS members were among those
recognized for their outstanding service to roses and rose lovers. ARS President Bob
Martin introduced Dennis Konsmo as the 2018 recipient of the Guy Blake Hedrick,Jr.
Award for excellence in all aspects of rose exhibiting. The award is given by the ARS
and Dennis richly deserves this recognition! On the PNW District level TRS Past
President Gracie Baker was honored as the 2018 Outstanding Consulting Rosarian.
Gracie has been a consulting rosarian for more than twenty years, and has written
articles and presented programs for TRS and our neighboring rose societies for much
Rich Baer with
of that time. Gracie is a terrific individual who exemplifies the very best practices in
Horticulture Judging
FANTIN-LATOUR rose education. She can also be counted on to step up for any task at any time!
Though he is not an official member of TRS, Rich Baer, the 2018 Honoree for the
Co-Chairs Jim Linman
Outstanding
PNW Rose
DistrictSociety
Judge, has
shared his roses, his rose photographs and his
Tacoma
Group
and Bruce Lind
WALKING
ONoccasions.
SUNSHINEWell earned Rich!
Judging expertise with TRS
on many
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Barbara & Bruce Lind
2132 Bridgeport Way
University Place, WA
98466-4824

EDITOR’S E-Mail:
barbaralind@mac.com
Membership in the Tacoma Rose Society
is open to all. TRS is a non-profit
educational organization affiliated with the
American Rose Society.
Meetings: the third Thursday of the
months of Feb – June and Sept. – Nov.
Annual banquet is in January with a picnic
in August.
Dues: $20 per household per calendar
year. Check payable to the Tacoma Rose
Society.
Website:
www.tacomarosesociety.org
Webmaster: Steve Mitchell
smitcher@gmail.com
Meetings are held at
Gloria Dei Lutheran Church
3315 S. 19th St., Tacoma, WA

Park and enter in the back!
Driving Directions
From Northbound or Southbound I-5
take the Highway 16W Exit (132).
Continue Westbound to Union Ave Exit
(1B) and travel Northbound (right) on
Union Ave. There is a stoplight at the
intersection of Union Ave and S 19th St.
Gloria Dei Lutheran Church is about 1
block East. Turn right on S 19th and
then left into the parking lot.
The parking lot can also be accessed
via Union Ave & S 18th St.

TRS Officers

President
Keith Ripley 253-474-9603
1st Vice President
Matt Hixon 253-677-8634
2nd VP & Program Chair
John Moe 253-815-1072
Secretary
Margaret Leisner 253-537-2564
Treasurer
Barbara Lind 253-565-0246
Board Members
Gracie Baker 253-851-5154
Diane Belknap 253-858-2152
Cliff Martin 253-752-5857
Becky Rehburg 253-537-7945
Kerry Tynes 253-970-5968
Past President
Greta Hixon 253-720-6072
Special Advisory Board
Jo Martin 253-752-5857
Diane Proff 253-927-5867
Daisy Radloff 253-272-0063
Consulting Rosarian Chair
Bruce Lind 253-565-0246
Membership Chair
Jim Leisner 253-537-2564
Artistic Director
Monica Weidman 253-756-8833
Door Prizes Chair
Sue DeRome 253-383-4544
Sunshine Chair
Diane Proff 253-927-5867
Hospitality Co-Chairs
Gracie Baker & Becky Rehburg

ARS & TRS Consulting Rosarians

(* = Master Rosarian)
Sheldon Arkin, 253-606-9040, South Tacoma
Gracie Baker*, 253-851-5154, Gig Harbor
Ava Brock, 253-381-4862, North Tacoma
Faith Gant*, 425-888-5245, North Bend
Greta & Matt Hixon, 253-720-6072, Gig Harbor
Jack Kiley*, 360-754-4937, Olympia
Dennis Konsmo*, 253-278-5891, Gig Harbor
Margaret Leisner*, 253-537-2564, S Tacoma
Bruce* & Barbara* Lind, 253-565-0246,
University Place
Jo Martin*, 253-752-5857, Westgate
John Moe*, 253-815-1072, Federal Way
Ed Pawlowski*, 253-876-6324, Auburn
Mike* & Alexa Peterson, 425-226-8388, Renton
Cheryl Prescott, 253-789-1898, Lake Stevens
Diane Proff, 253-927-5867, Puyallup
Daisy Radloff, 253-272-0063, Central Tacoma
Becky Rehburg, 253-537-7945, Steilacoom
Betsy Rezba, 253-752-8425, Westgate
Keith Ripley, 253-474-9603, Spanaway
Dan Simmons, 253-862-0423, Puyallup
Kerry Tynes, 253-970-5968, Tacoma
Elena Williams*, 360-620-2642, Bremerton
Ellen Wold, 253-564-3546, University Place
Bill Wilson*, 253-840-3169, Puyallup

